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rise of the conservative current represented by the Khalidiyya-Naqshbandiyya 
and the more radical current identified with the Ottoman-language print 
media. The social changes of the era, including both the Muslim refugee influx 
and the growth ofbourgeois strata, enlarged the social bases for these changes. 
Despite the Ottomans' dependent integration into the world economy, eco-
nomic development supported these changes through the relative importance 
of internal trade and the grov.rt:h of the propertied proto-bourgeoisie. In 
contrast to the economic constraints, the imaginative realm opened by the 
new literary forms permitted Ottoman imaginations to soar, exploring new 
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The era of Muhammad 'AlT 
The French occupation ofEgypt (r;98~I8o(: ·was the first military incursion by 
an industrialising and aggressively e>:..-pansionisr Europe in the central Middle 
East, and it ushered in the modern era of \'v'estem hegemony. Napoleon's 
view of Egypt as a stepping-stone to India underlined its strategic position. 
Since then a succession of powers has sought influence if not dominance in 
Egypt and the greater \-fiddle East, considering tt too important to be left 
alone. I\nglo-French competition >.vas superseded by a British invasion and 
occupation in r882. After the last of Britain's garrison \.vithdrnv in 1956, two 
decades of Soviet-American ri\'alry ended in the present American hegem· 
ony. Foreign dominance demarcates the political history of modern Egypt 
from previous eras. 
The 'I\1am1Uk' households that had ruled for most of the previous century 
were too weak and divided to regain supremacy after the French withdre\:v, 
enabling Mulfammad 'A .. I.l to manOeuvre himself into tbe viceroyalty. 
Mul)_amn1ad (~!IJl (in Turkish, l\Iehmed Ali) came to ft,rypt in r8or \Vith an 
Ottoman expedition sent against the French. A native ofKaYalla. in what is now 
Greece, he \Vas an officer ll1 the .i\lbanian unit, becoming their commander 
when his superior was killed, and waging \Var against the Mam11ik factions 
while ingratiating himself \Vith Cairo's notables. In an unusual move the 
'uiami'i' of Cairo requested his appointment as viceroy, and thus he was 
appointed and awarded the title of pasha by Sultan Selim III (r. 1789-r8o7) 
in June 1805. During his long reign Mul)ammad 'All Pasha-)·. I805--48) established 
his family as hereditary rulers in Egypt. In 1905 he was retroactively declared 
'the founder of modem Egypt' during the of-ficial centenary of his appointment 
as viceroy. His descendants, .Kings Fu'ad (r. 1917~36) and F8:riiq (r. 1936~52), 
staged additional commemorations and patronised a school of historians in 
order to place l\1u}:lammad 1 ~AJ:i and the 'Muhanunadi· dynasty he founded at 
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the centre of the modem national narrative.1 Regardless of whether his 
nickname is deserved, his policies contributed in important ways to the making 
of the modem state and society. 
Household government 
Mul)ammad (All's Albanian origin was less significant than his formation in 
and adherence to Ottoman ruling class culture and norms. He spoke 
Ottoman Turkish, not Arabic. He introduced an architectural style emulating 
that of the imperial capital, known as 'RUrril' ,2 and portraits show him 
adopting the new dress required by Sultan Mahmud II (r. rSoS-39) in the 
I83os, including replacement of the turban by the tarbush. Once appointed 
viceroy, he assembled a household commensurate with his office and rank, 
with numerous male and female slaves, and adopted the imperial style of 
reproducing through multiple concubines. Large households were integral to 
the reproduction of the Ottoman ruling class. Male slaves vvere trained to 
become members of the military-administrative apparatus, and their strategic 
placement and advance1nent in it enhanced the influence of their master's 
network. Harem slaves were trained to become the wives of ruling-class men 
and mistresses of their own harems. Strategic out-marriage of harem women 
enhanced the loyalty of clients and cemented alliances with other house-
holds. Mul;tammad (Ali's leading officers and administrators were his kin, 
in-laws and mamliiks, while others were linked to him through marriage to 
women from his harem:' 
Reforms 
Mul:J-arnmad (Ali's reforms in the military, administration and education 
drew inspiration from earlier Ottoman reforms along French lines that had 
culminated in the Nizam-1 Cedid of Sultan Selim III, who was overthrown in 
r8o7. \Vhile similar reforms were begun some t\Venty years later by Sultan 
Mahmud II they were revived earlier by Muhammad 'Ali in Egypt. The Pasha 
r Kenneth M. Cuno, 'Muhammad Ali and the decline and revival thesis in modem 
Egyptian history', in Ra'Uf 'Abbas (ed.), Is!ii~ am ta~d1thi' 1\1i.v fi 'a-$r MH~ammad 'All 
(Cairo, :woo), pp. 107-13. 
2 Ehud R. Toledano, State and society in mid-nineteenth-century Egypt (Cambridge, I990\ 
p. 55· 
3 Kenneth M. Cuno, 'Ambiguous modernization: The transition to monogamy in the 
khedival house of Egypt', in Beshara Doumani (ed.), Family history in the Middle East: 
Household, property, and gender (Albany, 2003), pp. 254--5; Khaled Fahmy, All the Pasha's 
men: Mehmed 'Ali, his army and the making of modern Egypt (Cambridge, r997), p. r76; 
F. Robert Hunter, Eg)•pt under the khedives, 180J-1879: From hou.seholdgovernment to modern 
bureaucracy (Pittsburgh, 1984), pp. 20-32. 
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used old-style troops in the Arabian can1paign (r8u~r8), freeing the Holy 
Cities from \\lahhabi~Sa'Udi control, and penetrating Najd to destroy Sa'Uc:IT 
power. This \vas done at the sultan's request, to restore his sovereignty in the 
J::Iijaz and his prestige as servant of the Holy Cities, but the Pasha ntnv 
controlled this province, appointing his own men as governors. Later he 
extended his control to Yemen. The old-style troops also conquered what is 
now northen1 Sudan (r82o-2) i.n search of gold and slaves. The Pasha tried to 
form military units of African slaves, but their high mortality .made this 
impractical. Instead, in r822 he began to form a ne\v army of peasant con-
scripts trained and organised on the French model, still the most advanced 
of its time. Like Sultan Selim he named his ne\v army ni?iim-l jedld. The 
ni?Zirn army and a nascent naY;T performed well in Greece f)824~8). 
Refurbished and rebuilt, they easily seized the Syrian provinces and southern 
Turkey in 1831-2. 
Sweeping fiscal reform preceded formation of the ni.?"llm army. A cadastral 
survey in r8r3~r4 spelled the end of the tax-farm (iltiziim) system. Direct 
collection of the land tax increased the Pasha's resources, strengthening his 
hand, and deprived the old elite of a source of income.'' Another militarv-
related reform was the introduction of 'modern' (European) educational 
subjects and methods. Traditionally, the religious elite monopolised fOrmal 
education, the purpose of \Vhich was to reproduce the religious culture and 
train the next generation of clerics. Muslim boys who showed an aptitude for 
learning in a Qur'an school (kuttdb) would enter a mosque-college (madra,'la). 
where the curriculum emphasised the religious sciences such as theology and 
jurisprudence, and related areas such as grammar and rhetoric. Other forms 
of education were less formaL The ruling and upper classes employed tutors, 
and the sons of the urban middle and artisanal classes learned from their 
fathers and uncles or as apprentices. No firm distinction existed between 
<training' and 'education', and girls might receive either depending upon their 
social status. 
The first of the new schools was created in ISIS to train officers in militat)' 
engineering. Other schools \Vere either military-related, such as the medical 
school and the veterinary school, or related to "\Vhat nowadays would be 
called economic and social development, such as a school for midwives, an 
agricultural school and the School of Languages. The Pasha sent a small 
number of officers and administrators to train in Europe before r826, but in 
4 Kenneth M. Curro, The Pasha's peasants: Land, society, and economy in Lower Egypt 
1J4o-1858 (Cambridge. 1992:0, pp. I06··II. 
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that year the first of several large student 'missions' was dispatched to Paris. 
Like the new schools, the student missions emphasised practical knowledge: 
dvil, military and naval administration; diplomacy; hydraulics; mechanics; 
military engineering; artillery; metal founding and arms making; printing; 
lithography and engraving; chemistry; medicine; surgery; anatomy; physio-
logy and hygiene; agriculture; natural history and mining; and shipbuilding.5 
The students were in their teens to thirties, already literate in Ottoman 
and/or Arabic, and some had religious educations. The Pasha's goal was to 
produce a cadre of technically competent officers and officials, rather than 
mass education. 
State, religious institutions and the intelligentsia 
The present relationship between religion and the Egyptian state developed 
in the nineteenth century, as the Pasha and his successors asserted the 
prerogative of appointing (or approving) the chief religious officials, and 
defining (and thus limiting) their authority. By the end of the century their 
reforms impinged on and regulated the operation of al-Azhar and the shafl(a 
courts. In r8u Mu:Q.ammad cAli seized the opportunity presented by the 
death, in consecutive months, of the Shaykh al-Azhar (rector of al-Azhar) 
and the Shaykh al-Bakr! (head of the Bakriyya tmiqa or mystical order), to 
assert his authority over these offices. He intervened to secure the nomi-
nation ofMul}ammad al-Shanawanl (d. r8r7) as Shaykh al-Azhar and, week.<; 
later, invested Muhammad al-Bakr! (d. rSss) as Shaykh al-Sajjada al-Bakriyya, 
making explicit al-Bakrl's authority over all the Sufi orders. Four years later 
he added to al-Bakr!'s influence by naming him naqi'b al-a.shriif (chief of 
the descendants of the Prophet). In r835 the Pasha raised the standing of a 
tlilld religious dignitary when appointing the Hanafi mufo, Shaykh Ahmad 
al-Tarriiml al-Khalili(c. r8or~52), by making him the state mufti, \Vhose rulings 
alone would have official stan"ding. The title of al-Tamimi's long-serving 
successor, Mu}fammad al- 1Abb2"sl al-Mahdl (1828 or 1829-96), mufti al-diyilr al-
mi,-iyya (loosely, Grand Mufti of Egypt), indicates the supremacy this office 
acquired in juridical affairs. 6 
5 James Heyvmrth-Dunne, An introduction to the hL>tory of education in modem Egypt 
(London, 1938), pp. 159~63. 
6 Chris Eccel, Egypt, Islam and social change: At-Azhar in conjl.ict and accommodation (Berlin, 
1984), pp. I34-5; Fred de Jong, Turnq and turnq-linked institutions in nineteenth crntury 
Egypt (Leiden, 1978), pp. 19-20, 31; Juan R.I. Cole, Colonialism and revolution in tlte 1'diddle 
East: SociaL and cultural origins of Egypt's 'Urabi movement (Princeton, 1993), p. 37· 
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Clerical activi<>m had played a role in :\1ul}ammad c~t\ll's rise, and, two years 
later, in Sultan Sellm's fall. The pious and self-effacing al-ShanawJ:nl Htted 
the Pasha's desire for a shaykh ak\zhar without political ambitions. By giving 
Shaykh al-Bakrl formal authority over the mystical orders and. later, the 
ashriif, and with the creation of the post of Grand Muftl, he divided religious 
authority among three chief clerics, each mving his office to the ruler and none 
likely to challenge him. The 'ulamzt' lost an independent source of income with 
the abolition of tax-farming and the taxation of most waq_f and 1iZt]a endow-
ments of agricultural land. The Pasha blocked nevv endowments of land, a 
policy reversed by 'Abbas tr. T849-54). \\Tho however created a bureau to 
supervise them, which later became a ministry. Government supervision of 
waqfo meant control of their income. The 'ulamzt'. paid out of these funds, 
became in effect civil servants? 
Despite some grumbling about the treatment of waqfS, certain key 
'ulama) supported reform and cooperated with the new regime. Shaykh 
Hasan al-'A~~ar (1766-r835), a prolific \"\Titer \"-'ith "\vide scholarly interests, 
supported Mu}fammad 1All's educational reforms, especially the schools of 
medicine and veterinary science. The Pasha appointed him editor of the new 
official gazette, al-Waqa'iraL\liJiiyya and, later, Shayk.:h al-A.zhar. AVA~ar's 
most famous pupil was Shaykh Rifa'a Rafi' al-Tah~awi (1801~73). "\Vho accom-
parlied the first student mission to Paris as its imam, learning French and 
reading widely. l-ie later se:t\.red as head of the new School of Languages. 
edited aL- \,J.laqa)ical-MiJriyya and directed the translation bureau. Purged by 
{Abbas along with other proteges ofMu}fammad 'All and lbr3:hl:m Cr. r.848), he 
returned to Cairo under Sa'ld (1854-63). He again directed the translation 
bureau under Isma(il (r. r863-79) and \Vas a proponent of mass education for 
girls as well as boys.M 
AJ- 'Ap;:ar, al-Tah~3w1 and others shared a perception of Ottoman "\Veakness 
and the necessity of reform in order to overcome it. Their vie,vs on education 
contained n.:vo themes characteristic of reformist 'ulamd' in Egypt and else-
where. One was that the Muslims had lost the study of philosophy and the 
natural sciences, in which they had once excelled, and in which Europe was 
now advanced. They believed that 1\1usli1ns could O'Vercome their present 
7 Doris Behrens-Abuseif, '\Vakf', Ell. vaL XI, pp. 66b~67b; Gabriel Baer, Studie.i ir~ the 
social history of modem Egypt (Chicago, 1969), p. 83. 
8 Albert Hourani, Arabic t/wught in the liberal. age 1798··--1939 'Cambridge, 1983). pp. 69~72; 
Daniel Newman, 'Life of al .. Tah~S:wl'. in Rifa'a Rifi' al-'"fah~ii."\vl. An im.am in Paris: 
Account of a stay in France by an Egyptian cleric fr526----1SJ1). inrro. and rrans. Daniel 
Newman (London, :w04:· pp. 29-68. 
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state ofbackwardness by reintroducing these subjects in the curriculum. The 
other theme was that traditional educational institutions such as al-A.zhar 
were incapable of meeting this challenge. 9 
Conservative <ulamii\ faced with the challenge posed by reformers such as 
al-{A~~ar and al-Tah~awi as well as the revivalist Wahhabl and Sanlisi move-
ments, may have responded by putting greater emphasis on the immutability 
of the shart<a and the inadmissibility of independent ijtihiid (original inter-
pretation outside madhhab boundaries) in shan< a studies. The doctrine of 'the 
closure of the door of ijtih(id' had appeared earlier, but it was not a consensual 
view, and limited forms of ijtihiid continued to be practised and discussed by 
prominent culamiP. According to Indira Gesink the conservatives' insistence 
on the limits of ijtihiid served 'their desire [to uphold] ... a consistent body of 
law in the face of extemal challenges and internal divisions'. The views of the 
reformers were more in line with the aims of the Mul:).ammadi dynasty. 
Frustration with the conservatism of the religious establishment led them 
to support the new schools.w 
Economic policies 
Mulpmmad 'Ali oversaw the improvement of the irrigation system and 
an extension and intensification of agriculture. Summer canals \Vere cut 
throughout Lower Egypt, permitting perennial irrigation. The Pasha ordered 
the cultivation of a newly discovered, long-staple variety of cotton, which 
was prized in international markets. Perennial irrigation made possible an 
increase in production of cotton and other cash crops grown in the summer, 
such as indigo and rice. Much of that was destined for intenutional markets, 
and in a good year agricultural exports accounted for about one-fifth of the 
Pasha's revenues. The Pasha created a 'command economy' in pursuing 
these and other, less successful, policies. State control of agricultural and 
industrial production and distribution expanded steadily from t809 through 
the 182os. An elaborate system was created whereby decisions about 
what crops to plant and where to plant them were passed down through 
the provincial bureaucracy to village officials. The harveSts were taken to 
9 Peter Gran, Islamic roots of capit"a1ism.: Egypt, 176o-184o (Ausrin, 1979), pp. 104-5, 123, 126, 
r6o-x; Heyworth-Dunne, Introduction, pp. 154, 265; Albert Hourani, Arabic thought, 
pp. 75-6; Cole, Colonialism, pp. 36--9. 
ro Wael B. Hallaq, 'Was the gate of ijtihiid dost'.dr, Intematimw!]ournal of Middle East 
Studies, 16 (1984), pp. 3-41; Indira Falk Gesink, '"Chaos on the Earth'": Subjective truths 
versus communal unity in Islamic law and the rise of militant Islam', American Historical 
Revie-w, to8 (2003), pp. 7H-I7 (p. 712). 
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government warehouses whence thev were distributed internallv or 
' ' 
exported. The peasants \Vere credited against the tax they owed and paid 
for the remainder of their hanrest, though they often received promissory 
notes that were discounted. The major, traditional industries as well as new 
ones were controlled in a similar fashion. Foundries and arsenals were 
established to supply the military and navy, and an ambitious effort "\Vas 
made to launch a large-scale textile industry. Although textile production '>vas 
traditionally "\x.·idespread in the villages and to\.vns. the Pasha \vas persuaded 
to create a factory system based on the contemporary European model. By 
the early r83os there were about t\VO dozen cotton"spinning manufactories in 
the Nile Valley, plus \veaving and printing establishments, into which skilled 
workers were drafted. Egyptian artisans \Vere able to copy hu:nan-po\\-'ercd 
mule jennies, wlille most weaving \vas still done by hand. Tmported steam-
driven jennies and looms could neither be copied nor adequately maintained. 
and this technological gap might have doomed the facwries in the long run 
if political events had not intervened. n 
The command economy :mpoverished a significant portion of the peas-
antry. Much attention in the r82os and r8_1os \Vas devoted to the reassignment 
of land that had fallen into tax arrears or was deserted. There vvas gro\ving 
concern with illegal (that is, unauthorised) peasant migration as villagers fled 
tax arrears and conscription. Village shaykhs \.Vere instructed to report 
strangers, and dragnets \vere launched to return abscondcrs. A decline in 
state revenues from their peak in the late r82os reflected the deteriorating 
situation in the countryside. Moreover, the ocet.tpation of Syria was a net 
drain on the treasury. Due to the command economy's failure. only summer 
crops were controlled in the later r83os.u 
Controversy over Mu}:lammad cAll's policies intensified in Europe during 
the occupation of Syria !)831-9). The rebellious Pasha's victories caused 
Sultan Mahmud II to turn to Russia for support. The advance of Russian 
influence in Istanbul- and Russian warships into the Sea of Marmara- was a 
setback for British strategy, one of the pillars of which \Vas to block Russian 
movement southward tO\vards the Straits, in the Caucasus and in Central 
Asia. Thus Britain reaffirmed its support for Ottoman territorial integrity in 
Asia, and upheld the reform party in Istanbul in the hope of preserving 
the empire as a bulwark against Russian expansion. British intervention in 
II Pascale Ghazaleh, ,\lasters <.lf tile trade: Crafts and. cmftspwp[e in Cairo, t~·.Ji:>-·18.JO. Cau·o 
Papers in Soda! Science, vol. XX. no. 3 :cairo. I999\ pp. II4· .. 24; :'1-Iousu.fa Fahmy. La 
Revolution de l'indu.strie en Eg)}'te et ses wn.1-cquencn sociaks (Leic.lcn, 1954,. 
I2 Cuno, Pasha's peasants, pp. n7-2o. r23-4. 144; Fahmy, p,rsha"s men. pp. 4s. too-r, m-:--8. 
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Turco-Egyptian hostilities during r839-40 forced the Pasha to withdraw from 
Syria and Arabia, ending this threat to the Ottoman Empire. British hostility 
towards the Pasha's controls on production and commerce- what they called 
his 'monopoly system' - intensified after the invasion of Syria. In addition to 
the strategic threat posed by Egyptian expansion, British views reflected their 
adoption of an aggressive policy of 'free trade imperialism'. The Anglo-
Ottoman commercial convention of r838 established a free-trade regime -
low ad valorem duties and a ban on 'monopolies' -that would be applied in 
Egypt after r84r. r3 
The middle decades 
Mu4-ammad (All's policies had mixed results for the lives of ordinary people. 
Security i1nproved. Before r8oo villages were enclosed in walls and stout gates 
guarded Cairo's residential quarters. The gates of the quarters were removed 
by the French and never replaced, and mid-century villages were no longer 
walled. Nutrition improved with the expansion and intensification of agri-
culture. Famine had occurred often in the eighteenth century, but was rare in 
the nineteenth. Smallpox vaccination- and the quarantine system lowered 
mortality further. The population grew slowly despite wars and conscription. r4 
On the other hand, Mu4-ammad 'Ali's policies accentuated inequalities. 
Land in arrears or abandoned by impoverished peasants was transferred to 
wealthier villagers, including the rural notables, and to members of the 
Pasha's family, his officers and officials. Most land was state revenue (miri 
or khara:j) land and would not be recognised as privately owned until the 
r89os. The Pasha granted additional cultivated and reclaimable land to 
himself and his family, officers and officials after r840 to ensure their loyalty. 
Later called (ushr land, it was privately owned and untaxed until 1854, when 
Sa(id imposed a low rate on it: Thus in the countryside the s1nallhold and 
landless strata grew while some villagers- especially the notables- accumu-
lated more land. A privileged class oflarge landowners, mostly the families of 
Ottoman officers and officials in the Pasha's service -Ottoman Egyptians -
and headed by the viceregal family, was created. Two terms, (izba and 
muritba(a, were emblematic of the new situation. Large landholdings were 
13 Fahmy, Pasha's men, pp. 289-305; Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid .\1arsot, Egypt in the reign of 
Muhammad Al.i (Cambridge, 1984), pp. 232-46. 
14 Justin A. McCarthy, 'Nineteenth-century Egyptian population', Middle Eastern Studies, 
12, 3 (Oct. 1976), pp. r-39; Daniel Panzac, 'The population of Egypt L'1 the nineteenth 
century', Asian and African Studies, 21 (1987), pp. n-32. 
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often farmed by sharecroppers for a one-fourth share of the crop, a system 
known as murabaca. On the large estates agricultural \Yorkers began to be 
housed by mid-century in small settlements called cizbas. I\'amed after their 
owners, <izbas are easy to spot on early tvventieth-century survey maps, 
and the names reflect the origins of the large lando\vning class: Ottoman 
Egyptians, rural notables, provincial merchants and the occasional foreigner. '5 
Mu}:lammad 'Ali's policies appear not to have \Veakened Egypt's large-
scale merchant class as much as shifts in international trade. Mul)ammad Bey 
Shinndwl, a descendant of prominent merchant notables in eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century al-\1ansUra, \Vas a mill owner and cotton merchant on 
the eve of the First V/orld \\lar.:6 Yet continual operation of a m.crchant 
family firm such as his \'\·as more the exception than the norm. \Vith the 
1iberalisation of trade in the r84os, European firms based in J\lexandria and 
employing Greek agents came to dominate large-scale commerce in the 
countryside. Facing stiff competition from firms backed by European capitaL 
many merchants invested in land. Despite a lack of de Jure O\Ynership, land 
tenure was stabilised by ne\v lavvs, and rising agricultural prices 1nade it an 
attracti\re investment.r7 
The traditional craft, service and merchant guilds remained intact, becom-
ing obsolete towards the end of the century- once they ceased either to serve 
the needs of the state or to protect the interests of the \Vorkers. Urban 
manufacturing and service \Yorkers increased in number. Some older indus-
tries restructured in the face of European competition and adjusted to new 
tastes, so that in the second half of the century construction \-Vorkers. 
furniture makers, tailors and shoemakers learned to produce in European 
styles. Some entirely new services arose, such as cab driving, made possible 
by the construction of straight, paved streets. 1s 
The politicaL regime 
In accordance with the London Convention and the fennans of r84o~r the 
Mul:tammad cAll fmnily were granted the hereditary pajahk of Egypt and 
Sudan. The Pasha was required to reduce his army to 18.ooo . .. All Ottoman 
15 Thomas Fowler, Repon on the cdtivation of cotton in E;.,'ypt ..-Manchester. rS6r'o, p. 17: 
Roger Owen, The Middle Ea.st ll1 the v:orld economy, 1Soo--19L! (LonC.on and :-Jnv York. 
!98(, pp. 146-8. 
I6 The Egyptian directory 1914 (Coiro, 1913::. p. 1087: Cuno, Pasha's peasants, pp. T54, 251 n. 33. 
I7 Cuno, Pasha's peasant.~. pp. r86-97 
rS Ghazaleh, Masters, pp. S;-rq: jol-m Chalcraft, The st1iking cubbies of Cairo r:wd other 
stories: Crafts and guilds in Egypt, 1~63-1914 ·.>~Jbany. 2004::. pp. r-66 
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laws and treaties were to be applied in Egypt, including the commercial 
convention of r838. The last seven years of the Pasha's rule were devoted to 
political and economic retrenchment. He had once said that he ensured the 
loyalty of his men by paying them well and giving them gifts, but not land, 
which might enable them to develop an independent influence. Now he 
distributed land grants to solidify the position of his family and retain 
the loyalty of the elite. The marriage of harem women to officers and 
officials further assured their loyalty to the viceregal household. ' 9 Though 
Mul:ammad 'Ali, his sons and his leading officials had retinues of mamlii.ks 
who were placed in the militaryr and administration, 20 by mid-centuryr the 
men entering the officer corps and civil service were trained in government 
schools rather than elite households, and mamlii.k retinues had become 
obsolete. Large harems were still maintained, as the practice of marrying 
harem women to officials and officers continued through the reign ofismacn. 
Isma'll, and other princes and princesses, gave harem women in marriage 
along with houses and grants of land of anywhere from so to r,ooo faddiins 
(r faddCin = approximately r acre). 2 r Although, in keeping with Ottoman 
reform, the Egyptian government formed executive ministries in the r83os 
and a consultative assembly in the r86os, the political regime remained 
autocratic. To rise 'up' in state service meant moving closer to the viceroy, 
who controlled finances and was the sole dispenser of patronage. 
The Otton1.an system of succession of the oldest male fostered rivalry 
bet¥leen Mulpmmad 'Ali's descendants. The Pasha was succeeded by his son 
Ibrahim as regent, followed by his grandson 'Abbas Hilm! !, his younger son 
Sa<ld, and then another grandson, Ismacn. There was bad blood bet\veen 
Ibrahim and (Abbas. Once in power cAb bas purged many officials favoured by 
Mul).ammad (Ali and Ibrahim, earning an undeserved reputation as a 'reac-
tionary'. 'Abbas· loyalists attempted to install his son IlhJ.ml as viceroy in 
place of Sa cld, the legitimate successor. Ismacn put an end to these rivalries by 
securing a Jerman changing the system of succession to primogeniture. His 
oldest son Tawfiq now became crown prince. Isma:rtl conciliated other, 
collateral lines of the viceregal family by marrying his sons and daughters 
into them, thereby inaugurating a pattern of royal endogamy and monogamy 
rg Imad .A4mad Hilal, al-Ra.qtqfi MiF fi" a1-qam ai-tiisi' 'ashar (Cairo, 1999), pp. 412~13. 
20 Hunter, Egypt under the khedives, pp. roo--I. 
21 Timothy Mitchell, Rule of experts: Egypt, techno-politics, modernity CBerkeley and Los 
Angeles, 2002), p. 54; Daniel Crecelius, The 1·oots of modern Egypt: A study ~(the regimes of 
'Ati Bey al-Kabir and ,\luhammad Bey Abu al-Dhahab, 1760--1775 (Minneapolis, 198r), p. ns; 
Hilal, ai-Raqtq, pp. 93-4. 
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in place of concubinage and polygyny. Ta\vfiq (r. 1879~92) was married to 
Amlna Ilhaml (r8s8-·I93I), granddaughter of <Abbas, and vvould become 
Egypt's first monogamous ruler. 22 In spite of their rivalries Mul).ammad 
(Ali's successors consistently asserted Egypt's autonomy and the position of 
their dynasty. Ottoman laws were applied, but often in a locaii.sed version. 
(Abbas insisted on issuing his own penal code, rather than the one drawn up 
in the imperial capital. The Egyptian land code of rsss was distinct in many 
respects from its Ottoman counterpart. 2"3 In addition to changing the rule of 
succession, Ism8'il persuaded the sultan to grant him and his successors the 
official title khedive, and to allow him to contract foreign loans without 
imperial approval. 
A. ch{lnging elite 
The elite that emerged in the middle decades had a larger proportion of 
Egyptians, men such as the engineer (All Mub3.r3.k (1823--93). \"lubarak Yvas 
appointed director of government schools by (Abbas, and would have a long 
career directing public \vorks and education under Ismd'll and Tawflq. His 
earliest education \vas in a kuttZf.b. then in government schools and in France. 
Ottoman state servants of this generation \'vere equally likely to be the 
product of goven1ment schools and foreign training. Mul:}-ammad Sharif 
(1826~87), an Ottoman educated in Muhammad 'Ali's schools and i11 
France, served in the army under 'Abbas, later heading several minisLries 
and senring as prime mh1isrer more than once. Yfubarak and Sharif vvere 
vastly different in background and outlook. ~viubarak came from a family 
of provincial 'ulamii' in Lo\ver Egypt and was proud of h.i.s Egyptian 
heritage. The son of an Ottoman chief judge, Sharif harboured a belief in 
the Ottomans' inherent right to ntle and a contempt for native Egyptians. 
Mubarak was dedicated to reform, especially in education. follo\ving a 
European model. Sharif was profoundly conservative and mistrustful of 
introducing elements of European culture. 2 " Both men represent the ftrst 
generation of officials trained in !viuf:lammad 'iiJ.l's schools and abroad, \Vho 
started their careers in government service soon after the Pasha's death. The 
men in this generation differed from their predecessors in having a Europcan-
st;,rle education, advanced training and lu.1o\vledge of a European language, 
22 Cuno, 'Ambiguous moderniza::ion', pp. 248, 259-60. 
23 Gabriel Baer, 'The development of private mvner~hip ufland' and 'Tanzimar in Egypr 
The penal code', in Baer. StHdic:s. pp. 67-70, 109-32; Cuno. Pa.>ita's pcasa:u_,_ pp. 193~7. 
24 Hunter, Egypt" under the khedives, pp. ll.J--"38. l5I····8; Arthur Goldschnudt. Jr. J5iogrtlp~lica: 
diw:ona.ry ~fmodent Egypt csoulder. woe). pp. TJI~2. I9I 
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usually French. This was also true of the rulers, beginning with Sa 'id, who 
had European tutors. The growth of education and the expansion of the 
bureaucracy and officer corps under Isma(ll offered new opportunities to 
Egyptians, who hy the r87os predominated in the civil service just below the 
highest offices, and in the lower ranks of the officer corps. However, the 
contraction of the state after the bankruptcy of 1876 blocked social mobility. 
'AIT Muhiir3.k was the sole Egyptian cabinet minister before 1882, and no 
Egyptian officer was promoted beyond the rank of coloneL The frustration of 
Egyptians in the officer corps contributed to the 'Urabl Revolution. 
Egypt's rural notables also emerged as a force in politics. Typically large 
landholders, their wealth and influence increased during the mid-century 
agricultural boom. Some emulated the ruling elite, building houses in the 
RUml style with whitewashed walls and glazed windows, and sending their 
sons to government schools. Railway and telegraph lines built in the I86os 
facilitated communication and travel between their villages and the urban 
centres. In 1866 IsmaCJl created a Consultative Assembly of Delegates (majlis 
shUrii ai-navvwCib). The assembly was predominantly provincial, its members 
coming from the most prominent families. It reflected the khedive's recog-
nition of the importance of the notables and the need to consult them, 
especially in matters of taxation, 25 but it lacked real power. Assemblies 
were convened at the pleasure of the khedive, who neglected to do so in 
some years. Nevertheless, deputies took their work seriously, delving into 
issues such as tax reform, public works, irrigation and the corvee. They 
asserted a voice in state finances, debating the government's reliance on 
foreign credit to finance the deficit and demanding the right to examine 
annual accounts of receipts and expenditures.26 Unlike the officer corps and 
civil service, the notables were not a dependent elite. They might receive 
honours, titles and gifts from the khedive, but they had independent local 
bases of wealth and influence. 
Infonnal imperialism 
From an estimated I4 per cent before r8oo, Europe's share of Egypt's gro\ving 
foreign trade rose to about half by mid-century. This was encouraged by the 
25 'Abd al·RaJ::unan al-Rafi'l, 'A~r IsmCi'll. 2 vols. (Cairo, I947), vol. II, pp. 82 ff.; Ra'Uf 
'Abbas ~amid, ai-Ni;;:a:m aHjtima:'t f! ,\1iF f! :;ill al-miikiyyat ai-zirCi'iyya al-kablm 
1837-·1914 (Cairo, I973), p. 194. 
26 };fimid, a1-Ni?J.m a.l-ijtimii'!, pp. 194---5; Georges Douin, Histoi-re du regnc du khidive Isma'il, 
2 vols. (Rome, !933), vol. I, pp. 304-13, vol. II, pp. 6&--9; Yacoub .'\rtin, La. Propridt'i fonciire 
en igypte (Bulaq, r883), p. ISI. 
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khedives' promotion of export-oriented agriculture, their infrastructural 
projects, the commercial convention of r838 and the development of steam 
navigation. The port of Alexandria boomed, its population rising from around 
rs,ooo in the I82os to over 20o,ooo in the r87os. 27 In addition to European 
diplomats, bankers and businessmen, Egypt's grmving economy offered oppor-
tunity to skilled craftsmen and tradesmen ffom Greece and Italy, ""'ho settled 
in Alexandria, Cairo and other tm:vns. Their foods and language;;; have left 
an imprint on Egyptian culture. rvfigrants from other Ottoman provinces -
Muslims, Christians and Jews - also found opportunities in the trades or 
professions. \Vhether tourists or residents, foreign nationals enjoyed extrater~ 
ritoriallegal privileges due to their nations' aggressive interpretation of ancient 
agreements knov.n as the capitulations. They could neither be sued nor nied in 
a local court, but only under their O\vn la\V as achninistered by their consular 
representatives. Nor \Vere they subject to taxation. The :tviixed La\v Code of 
1876 provided a venue for adjudication of property and commercial cases 
involving Egyptians and foreigners, YVith an international judiciary and 
French-based lavv', This reflected the balance of poyver \Yith Europe.?.R 
Though rivals, Britain and France shared an interest in presen·ing Egypt's 
autonomy - that is, in limiting imperial authority so as to enhance their 
O\Vn influence - and in its stability. The t\vo powers contested inHuence in 
part by supporting their subjects' pursuit of concessions for major projects. 
Britain backed construction of Africa's first raihvay by Robert Stevenson. 
connecting Alexandria vdth Cairo and Suez and facihtating the passage to 
India. Sa(ld gave an incredibly generous concession to the Frenchman 
Ferdinand de Lesseps for the construction and operation of the Suez Canal. 
The canal \Vas begun despite British and Ottoman opposition, and opened in 
r869 amid extravagant festivities attended by foreign dignitaries, including 
Empress Eugenic of France. The Gczira palace ~:now a .:V1arriott hotel in the 
Zamalek district of Cairo) \o.'as built to accommodate her. and a can-iagc road 
(now Pyramid Road) was constructed through the fields of Giza for her visit 
to the pyramids. These projects fitted with the planning and construction of a 
new, European-style quarter in the floodplain bem'cen Ottoman Cairo and 
the Nile. One can easily distinguish the Paris-like visage of the nineteenth-
century city, with its straight streets and roundabouts, from the old city with 
its narro·wer, \Vinding lanes. Haussmann' s remaking of Paris inspired the plan 
27 i'vfichael J. Reimer, Colonial bridgehead: Government and society' 111 Akx,:mdna 18o;:-1882 
(Boulder, 1997). pp. 90, no. 
28 Jasper Yeates Brinton, The mixed court's of Egypt :}\e\Y Haven. 1968'-. 
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of the new city. Isma'il, who wished to be accepted on equal standing with 
the princes of Europe, understood such a planned capital to be an accoutre-
ment of a modern state- along \Vith the library, museum and learned societies 
he patronised. 29 
Emergence of a public sphere 
The reign of Isma<il saw advances in intellectual life and the emergence of a 
'public' that took an interest in and discussed issues affecting the political 
community. A sense of political community was nurtured by the spread of 
literacy, the state school curriculum, railways and telegraphs, the khedive's 
encouragement of intellectual life and his use of public rituals and symbols to 
foster loyalty to the khedival and imperial dynasties. A crucial role was played 
by publishing and the press. Mu}:lammad 'Ali established a press in the r82os 
to print books in Arabic, Ottoman Turkish and Persian for adm.inistrators and 
the schools. By the end of the decade it also printed al-\1\laqa)i<al-Mi~riyya 
('Egyptian events') in Arabic and Ottoman, which was distributed to officers, 
officials, prominent (ulamiT and notables and teachers and students in the 
government schools. The production of Arabic books grew slowly but 
steadily from over a hundred in the r82os to more than four hundred in the 
rSsos, when privately owned Arabic presses began to be established. More 
than three times as many Arabic books were printed in the 186os and 187os as 
in the previous two decades. lsma<n encouraged the development of a 
periodical press, albeit a tame one, patronising some newspapers and shutting 
do-wn others after brief runs, including the satirical AbU Na44iira al-Zarqa' 
('The Man with the blue glasses,' 1877-8), edited by Ya<qUb SanU' (1839-1912). 
AbU Na44lira broke new ground with its use of colloquial Arabic and political 
cartoons, and Santi[ continued to publish it in Paris after his deportation. The 
Taqla brothers of Beirut founded al-Ahriim ('The Pyramids', 1876), now 
Egypt's leading newspaper. From the r86os to r88o some 23 non-government 
Arabic periodicals appeared in Cairo and Alexandria, though many did not 
last very long.30 
Although some newspapers such as al-Ahram were circumspect i11 local 
politics they were free to cover events outside Egypt, and the presence of a 
Reuters bureau in Alexandria from r866 made that task easier. This was an era 
of momentous events that directly affected the extended political community 
29 Janet Abu-Lughod, Cairo: 1001 years of the City Victorious (Princeton, 1971), pp. ro3~r3. 
30 Ami Ayalon, The press in the Arab Middle East: A history (Oxford, 1995), pp. 15, 41~5, so: 
'A'ida Ibriihlm Nu~ayr, at-Kutub al-'Arabiyya allatl nushirat fi J'yf4r fi ai-qam al-tiisi' 'ashar 
(Cairo, 1990), pp. k-m. 
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of Ottoman subjects and fcllmv Muslims. In 1876, al-A.hriim's first year, Et,:rypt 
and the Ottoman Empire declared bankruptcy, an Ottoman constitution was 
issued - the first in the Middle East -·- and Bulgaria rose in bloody rebellion, 
leading to war with Russia and the intervention of the other po\vers. \\lhile 
the Congress of Berlin (1878) was deciding the empire's fate, the debt settle-
ment in Egypt subjected Lt to Anglo-F'rench control (as described below). 
Albert H:ourani observed that \\'hile al-Tah~d\\;l's generation of refonners 
sa\v Europe as a model to emulate, in the course of the ccntur:y Europe 
revealed a predatory side. 3' 
Egypt and India v..rere centres of the movement in lslam called 'modern· 
ism' by \Vestem scholars. Towards the end of the centurv modernists 
advocated a cluster of reforms aiining to reconcile the \\·ay in which the 
faith was understood with 'modern values such as constitutionalism. 
cultural revival, nationalism. fiecdom of rcllt,:rious interpretation, sclentiHc 
investigation, modern-style education. land! women's rights'. Consen·atives 
and some \A/estern observers wne sceptical about the compatibility ofthese 
values with Islam. but the modernisr.s 'sa\v the tension benveen lslarnic f2.ith 
and modern values as a historical accident, not an inherent feamre oflslam' .v 
Reformist (ulami£! preferred the label Salafi. the term referring to the earliest 
generations of l'vluslims. al~salc~f a/-~~;(i/.il~Un or 'the pious forebears', \vhose 
understanding and practice of the faith were idealised as closer to the 
Prophet's Islam than that of succeeding generations. In the Salafi (re~;con~ 
struction of history, the present state of backwardness "\vas the result ofinner 
decay. Centuries of accretion of un-Islamic custom and layers of archaic 
scholarship had to be scraped away to permit a return to the true or original 
Islam. Thus they pitted themselves against the mystical orders, which they 
saw as obscurantist, and against the conservative curricula and methods of 
the nwdrasas, ·which they saw as ossified. Additionally and increasingly 
toward the end of the cenrm-y, colonialist discourse forced the refonners 
into defending Islam itself: lslam, they insisted. was not a cause ofbachvard-
ness and oppression.33 
The Iranian scholar and actiYist al-Sayyid Jamal al-Din (1838/ 9-97), who 
called himself 'al-Afgh3:ni'. spent the years 1871-9 in Cairo. Though often 
credited with beginning the Salafi movement in Eg;,.rpt, his perception of the 
need for and means to reform paralleled the concerns of aVA~~ar and 
JI Hourani, Arabic thought, pp. IOJ-4-
J2 Charles Kurzman. ,\Iodemi..1t Islam 1840 .... 1940: • ..1.. s01ncebook (Oxford. 2002_.. p. 4-
33 A. l\Ierad. 'Islah', Ell. voL IV. pp. 142b~r44a 
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al-Tah~awl, especially with regard to education. Al-Afgharu was invited to 
Egypt and granted a stipend by Isma(tr s prime minister, Riyd9 Pasha 
(r834-19II), a sign of the compatibility of Salafi reformism and the 
Mu}:lammadl dynasty's progressive vision. Al~Afghani's charisma and learn-
ing attracted a following including Muhammad 'Abduh (1849-1905) and Sa'd 
Zaghll.il (1857-1927). He taught mainly Islamic philosophy, which was studied 
in Iran but had not been part of the Sunnl curriculum for centuries. Nikki 
Keddie observed that al-Afghanl's teaching offered 'a path to rationalism, 
science, and fresh interpretations oflslam', providing a culturally 'indigenous' 
alternative to 'accepting .. , the superiority of the aggressive and threatening 
foreigner' .34 Despite his association with Islamic reform and, later, pan-Islam, 
al-Afghanl's Egyptian circle included several Syrian Christian writers and the 
Jewish SanU'. He encouraged all to promote the cause of reform and resist-
ance to European domination through journalism.35 Shaykh Mul)ammad 
'Illaysh (r8o2-82), the Malik! muft! and a teacher at al·Azhar, championed 
the use of taqlTd in shaiTa studies, \Vith its reliance on the scholarship of 
previous generations, and opposed independent ijtihiid. Al-Afghiinl and later 
reformers redefined taqltd and ijtihiid in epistemological terms, claiming that 
'the closure of the door of ijtihiid' and the practice of taqttd were causes of 
stagnation and backwardness.36 
Bankru.ptcy, revolution and invasion 
Foreign loans were Ism3:Cll's undoing. He inherited a foreign debt from Sa'id, 
and had to borrow to pay an indemnity to de Lesseps to revise the terms of 
the Suez Canal concession more in Egypt's favour. Additional loans financed 
infrastrucrural projects. The khedive may have counted on export earnings 
from cotton to pay off the loans. The American civil \Var created a cotton 
shortage in world markets and a' cotton boom' in Egypt that was in full S\:r.·ing 
when Ismac!Ts rule began. Cotton, grown mainly in the eastern Delta since 
the r82os, was now planted wherever land could be irrigated. Prices remained 
high until r864, and then plunged. The khedive's ability to raise revenues in 
other areas was limited. On the eve ofbankruptcy, debt service consumed the 
majority of revenues. The Ottoman and Egyptian bankruptcies occurred 
nearly simultaneously, and European creditor nations intervened to protect 
the bondholders' interests. The debts were consolidated and rescheduled, 
34 Nikki R. Keddie, Sayyid]ama1 ad·Din 'a1-AfghaJti': A political biography (Los Angeles and 
Berkeley, 1972), pp. 86-7. 
35 Ayalon, The pws, pp. 44-5; Keddie, Sayyid]amal ad·Din, pp. 83-4. 
36 Gesink, "'Chaos on the Earth'", pp. 717-27. 
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special funds controlled by the creditors \vere created to pay off the debts, a11d 
revenues ·were assigned to the funds. In Egypt about half of all state revenues 
were assigned to the Caisse de la dette publique. In 1878 a French minister of 
public vmrks and a British minister of finance ·were placed in the khedival 
cabinet, taking control of revenues and expenditures. lsmacll had personally 
secured some loans, and as a consequence his estates were turned over to a 
commission to be sold off. The British govemment purchased his shares in 
the Suez Canal Company, inherited from Sa(ld. From then until its nation-
alisation in 1956, the Suez Canal Company and its revenues were in Anglo-
French hands. 37 
The financial settlement transformed Egyptian politics. lsn1a·;·n took draco-
nian measures to raise ta.xes, causing -,videspread distress and anger. In Upper 
Egypt in 1878 the unremitting demands and a poor \Lile resulted in fan1ine. 
Second, the khediye 's authority \Vas undercut. Deprived of control of the 
budget, he no longer had the means to induce and enforce the loyalty of the 
governing elite. :vforeover, the Et1ropean takeover displaced the Onon1a11 
Egyptian and native elite. Last, the European \1inistry's budget cutting caused 
the dismissal of thousands of civil servants and officers and reduced salaries for 
others. Isn1J'll tried to mobilise opposition in April rS79, dismissing the 
European :Vhnistry and appointing a ne\v ministry ostensibly to cany out a 
National Manifesto issued earlier that month and signed by more than three 
hundred officials, n1ilitary officers, members ofthc Assembly. religi_ous leaders, 
merchants and notables. The manifesto offered a revised financial plan to pay 
off the debt, and called for giving the Assembly more pO\:ver. Tvv'O months later 
lsmi'il \Vas deposed by the sultan, acring under Anglo-French prcssure. 31:; 
His son and successor. Kheliive Ta\Yflq, restored the European \·linistry and 
its financial prograrnme. The announcement of further cuts in the military 
coincided with a policy of restricting the higher ranks to Ottornans. In January 
r88r, when three Egyptian colonels including Al:rrnad (Urdhi 1:184T~J9II) \Vere 
court-martialled for petitioning for the dismissal of the war minister, they were 
rescued by their regiments. The -,.var mlnister was replaced by \hl!mUd SJ:ml 
al-Kiriidi (1839-1904), a Circassian Egyptian sympathetic to the Egy-ptian offi .. 
cers. The khedive's dismissal of al-Bartl.ciT led to another showdmvn in 
September when (Urabi, backed by the army, presented a set of demands to 
Tavvfiq. In the intenrerung months \vhat had begun as a mutiny became a 
37 Owen, Worid economy, pp. 122-35. 
38 Cole, Coioniaiism, pp. 101-7; Hunter, Egypt under the khedives. pp. 179--226; Alexander 
Schokh, Egypt ..fOr the Egyptimts.1 The socio·poiitiml crisis i1t Egypt d;S-rS,l2 .-:Oxford. T98(:, 
pp. 43-134-
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broadly based revolutionary movement. Now the officers were backed by the 
same elements that had supported the r879 mallifesto, Ottoman Egyptian and 
Egyptian officials, rural notables, prominent 'ulamZP and intellectuals, including 
a number of vrriters from al-AfghJrll's circle. 'Utabi's demands reflected the 
interests of this coalition: dismissal of the European Ministry; election of a new 
Assembly; and raising the army's strength to 18,ooo (less than a third its size in 
r878). Again Tawfiq capitulated. In January r882 a joint Anglo-French note 
declaring support for the khedive backfired, undermining his government. 
A new ministry was formed with al-BJ:riidi as prime minister and a majority 
of Egyptians for the first time, including 'UrJ.bi as war minister. The Assembly 
now gave itself the authority to vote on bills and to discuss the portion of the 
budget not encumbered by the debt or the imperial tribute. Spun·ed by ala1mist 
reports from their men on the spot, Britain and France dispatched -,varships to 
Alexandria in May, demanding the resignation of the nationalist cabinet. 
A month later the tense city eA1Jloded in rioting, and the khedive fled to the 
protection of the British fleet. In July the British bombarded the city on a false 
pretext. In September they invaded, defeated 'Urabi, and restored Tawfiq. 
{UrJbl and numerous supporters were placed on trial. His sentence of death 
was commuted to exile in the Seychelles.39 
Anglo-American historians have begun to accept the 'Urabist movement as 
revolutionary due to its 'extensive civilian involvement and social depth', but 
there is disagreement over the extent of its popular support and radicalism. In 
Egypt the Free Officers rehabilitated it as a national revolution and a precursor 
to their mvn, and recent studies have focused on its popular bases. In com· 
parative perspective it was one of several movements in Asia and Africa that 
were driven by opposition to autocratic rulers allied vvith foreign domination 
and inspired by constitutionalist ideas during the pre-First \Vorld War era."'c 
The v.eiled protectorate 
The British restored Tawfiq but not khedival autocracy. Egypt became a 
'veiled protectorate', in the apt words of its main architect, the British consul 
39 Donald M. Reid, 'The 'Urabi revolution and the British conquest, 1879-t882', in 
M. W. Daly (ed.), The Cambridge history of Egypt. 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1998), vol. II, 
Modern Egypt from 1517 to the end of the twentieth century, pp. 217-38; Cole, Colonialism. 
pp. 234-72; Scholch, Egypt for the Egyptiaru, pp. 135-305; JohnS. Galbraith and Afaf Lutfi 
al-Sayyid Marsot, 'The British occupation of Egypt: Another view'. Intematio11al]oumal 
of Middle East Studies, 9 (1978), pp. 471-88. 
40 Cole, Colonialism, pp. 3-22; Reid, 'The 'Urabi revolution' (p. 217). 
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general, Lord Cromer (r883-1907). Legally Egypt remained an Ottoman 
province ruled by the khedive, but the British ruled in all but name. British 
officers trained and led a ne\v army and police force. Cromer, \Vith advisers 
appointed to each ministry, made important decisions. The Army of Occupation 
was conspicuously present in the Qa~r al-Nl:l barracks in Cairo ::rhe site of 
today's Nile Hilton). At first the B1i.tish insisted that they would depart as 
soon as political and financial order were restored, though a British garrison 
ren1aincd for seventy-five years. The occupation gained a certain legal standing 
in Anglo--Ottoman negotiations, though London and fstanb11l failed to agree on 
the terms of an evacuation. The various inten1ational abrreements to which 
Egypt was subject- especially i.n finances- hindered the British until they -,vere 
able to reschedule the debt and make tiinely payments on it, \vinning 'the race 
against insolvency'. Prcnch opposition ro British control disappeared with the 
entente of 1904. 
Imperial strategy \Vas the decisive ti:lctor in the longeYity of the occupation. 
Control of Egypt and the Suez Canal was deemed vital to guarantee commu-
nication \Vith India, especially now that the Otton1ans 'ivere turning to 
Germany for financial and technical assistance. Zealous officials such as 
Cromer, convinced of their civilising mission, drove Britain's deepening 
im.rolvement in the Egyptian administration. The Sudan crisis afforded 
Cromer an opportunity to c1arif)T the relationship between the British and 
Egyptian governments. After the fall ofKharroum to the ::viahdist rebellion in 
r884, Cromer opposed another mi.litary expedition, his priority being to meet 
the scheduled debt payments. At Cromer's suggestion the forci.f:,'Tl secretaryr, 
Lord Granville, sent him a message stating 'that the responsibility which for 
the time rests on England obliges }·ier \-Iajesty's Government to insist on the 
adoption of the policy which they recommend, and that it will he necessary 
that those [EgyptianJ Ministers and Governors vd1o do not follo'i-v this course 
should cease to hold their offices' .41 
Although British interests in Egypt \\'ere primarily strategic, Cromer's 
policies had certain economic, social and political aims informed by the 
'lessons' learned in India. ln order to raise agricultural output and increase 
exports, special attention \.Vas devoted to the improvement of irrigation and 
drainage, one of the few areas of significant public expenditure. The Aswan 
Dam, built in 1902 and heightened in r907 and 1912, brought perennial 
41 Afaf Lutfi ai·Sayyid Marsot. Egypt tmd Cromer: A.. srudy in Anglo-Egyptian -relations 
(London, 1968), pp. 54-67 ::quote p. 57 see also Robert Tignor, ;\-Iodtmization and 
British colonial ru1e in E.h')Pt 1882-1914 ::PrilKeton, 1966::. pp. 48-r4'5. 
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irrigation to Middle Egypt. The emphasis on agriculture was also calculated 
to win the support of the propertied classes, whom British administrators 
viewed as natural allies. Agricultural prosperity, it was believed, would keep 
the peasantry content and secure the acquiescence of the large landowners in 
continued colonial rule. In the r89os a new cadastral survey \Vas begun, full 
private ownership rights were recognised in agricultural land and tax rates 
were lowered. This period saw economic growth though the distribution of 
income was highly skewed. In a mainly agrarian economy land-ownership 
data is a good indicator of inequality. In I9I3 less than r per cent of all 
properties were larger than 50 faddiins, but they accounted for 44.2 per cent 
of the land. In Roger Owen's vivid analysis, about 70 per cent of rural families 
ovmed less than the 5 faddiins deemed necessary for their subsistence, and 
another 2r per cent owned no land at all. 4"" l'vfost 'peasant' households 
survived by renting or sharecropping the land of others and wage labour. 
Women contributed income by tending livestock and poultry and taking on 
manufacturing piecework. 
Urbanisation, industrialisation and education were discouraged. \Vhen 
local entrepreneurs established spinning and weaving factories, Cromer 
imposed an excise tax sufficient to make them unprofitable. Funding tOr 
education was reduced. The number of government schools \Vas cut and 
students were requjred to pay for tuition. 43 
lviodernism 
Mul).ammad (Abduh joined al-Afghanl in Paris, where for eight months in 
r884 they published al-'Urwa al-Wuthqa (The indissoluble bond')_ which was 
smuggled into Egypt and throughout the Middle East. In its pages 
al-Afghani's rationalist approach to Islam was joined with a stronger empha-
sis on the need for pan-Islamic unity in the face of European domination. If 
Muslims understood their faitli correctly, strength and unity "vould result. 44 
AI-Afghani sketched a modernist agenda in broad strokes, but it was (Abduh 
who tried to achieve it in concrete form. Permitted to retum to Egypt in r888, 
he served as a judge in the civil courts and later as Grand Mufti (r899-1905). 
Like al-Afghani 'Abduh believed that the principles of original Islam offered 
the soundest basis for modem life, and their recovery would serve to close 
the gap between secular Westemisation and the ossi£ed Islam of the 
42 Owen, World economy, p. 218. 
43 Ibid., p. 225; Donald M. Reid, Cairo University and the making of modern Eg)pt 
(Cambridge, 1990), p. r8. 
44 Hourani, Arabic thought, p. 113; Keddie, Sayyid]amal ad" Din, p. 224. 
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conservative clerics. Original Islam, in his Salafi method, \Vas to be found in 
the sources of the faith - Qur)an and Sunna - as well as in the religious 
scholarship of the first fe.,v Islamic centuries. That period was characterised 
by ijtihiid, informed original interpretation. Stagnation had set in about the 
fourth century. and was reproduced through taqlld, which he saw as blind 
imitation. 45 
'Abduh confined his activism to the spheres of education and la-w. In that 
respect, at least, he was a traditional cleric, acting as a teacher and E,:ruidc, and 
pursuing refOrm through scholarship. The very difft.rent career of his disciple 
Shaykh ?vful)ammad Rashid Ric;ia (r865-1935) mirrored changes occurring 
in the discursive field of )slam. Though trained like 'Abduh as a religious 
scholar, for most of his life Ri~a edited the influential modernist journal 
ai-i\:Ianar ('The Beacon·, 1898-1935). Turn-of--the-nventieth-ccntury discus-
sions and debates over Islam "\vere no longer confined within the nwdrasas 
but had spilled out into the public sphere. i'v1odcrnists contributed to this 
development by asserting that ijtihiid was something that could be practtsed 
even by lay persons. so long as they ·were educated in Arabic. 4 '' Yet it \Vas also 
a consequence of the development of print culture. The difference can be put 
this way: intellectuals of al-A.tghani and '-/ibduh's generations sought infh.1" 
ence for their ideas by gathering circles of students around then1selves and 
getting the ear of the ruler, a prince or a minister. Ric;iii's generation competed 
for a share of public opinion. 
The continued grovvth ofrhc periodical press suggests the expansion of the 
public sphere and the f:,'TOWing importance of public opinion. In Cairo and 
Alexandria alone, bel\veen r88o and r9o8 over 500 newspapers and more than 
a hundred journals w·ere published, though many were short-lived. Book 
publishing developed exponentially. Three-fifths of all Arabic books pub-
lished in the nineteenth century' \Vere printed in the rSSos and r89os. and 
the number published in the first quarter of the new century surpassed \Vhat 
had been published up to 1900. Islamic books were the most numerous, being 
well over a fourth ofv•,rhat "\vas published between 1822 and 1925. \Vorks of 
jurisprudence (fiqh) ·were published far more often than anything else in 
this category. followed by the bases of religion (u.~Ul a[-d1n); l:adlth and 
f:iadith studies; the Qur)an, Qur'"3.nic studies and exegesis (ta:fi;lr); and the 
biography of the Prophet. 47 The thriYing market for religious books seems to 
45 l .. Iourani, Arabic thought, pp. 149-5r. 46 Gesink. 
47 Ayalon, The press. p. so; Nu~ayr, al·Kutub ai·'Arabiyya. 
lbr:ihim Nu~ayr. al-Kr<tub al-'Arabiyya allatlnushiratJT 
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reflect an interest generated by the controversies bet\Veen modernists and 
conservatives. It also illustrates how print technology would in the long run 
undermine clerical authority in interpreting the shari< a. Religious questions 
could no longer be monopolised by the shaykhs or confined within the 
academies. Books, including religious books, could be bought, read and 
discussed by anyone. 
Second-wave nationalism 
Unlike Tawfiq, who owed his position to the British, his son 'Abbas Hilmi II 
(r. r892~r9r4) chafed under the veiled protectorate, and his relations with 
Cromer were strained. In his first year as khedive Cromer confronted him 
over the appointment of a prime minister, extracting a promise to follow 
British advice in important matters. The following year he was forced to back 
down from disparaging remarks he made about the British officers in his 
employ. More quietly, the palace under Tawfiq and (Abbas cultivated the 
charisma of the Mulfammadl dynasty. The khedives toured the provinces and 
staged public celebrations of their birthdays and the anniversaries of their 
accessions, replete with processions, cannon fire and illuminations, Yvhile 
Ottoman imperial celebrations were correctly obsenred as well. The press 
reported on the activities and movements of members of the khedival family 
in a manner similar to the coverage of European royal families. Towards the 
turn of the century a number of books and articles appeared extolling 
the life of Mul).amn1ad cAll. These efforts to identify the reigning dynasty 
with the moden1 nation, including the centennial of the Pasha's accession in 
1905, were in response to the emergence of a sense of national community, 
and the contested nature of that identity. 48 
Thus second-wave nationalism included a pro-palace orientation, the 
leader of which was Shaykh 'Ali Yusuf (r863-I913), founder and editor of 
the newspaper al-Mu'ayyad ('The Confirmed [as truth]', r889-I9I5)- 'AliYusuf 
came from a humble family in Upper Egypt and had an Azhar education. 
A1-Mu'ayyad had early support from Tawfiq's prime minister, RiyJ:c;l Pa$a, and 
became a palace mouthpiece under (Abbas. It supported the khedive and 
struck an anti-British and pan-Islamic stance. Its pages carried articles by 
nationalists who later would espouse competing views, such as Muga:ta 
Kiimil, Muhammad Farid, Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid and Sa'd Zaghlul. By 
the tum of the century it had the largest circulation of any Egyptian news-
paper, having overtaken the popular pro-French al-Ahriim and pro-British 
48 Cuno, 'Muhammad Ali and the decline and revival thesis'. 
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al-I\1uqa~~ant.:;9 In 1907 (Ali' Ylisuf formed the pro-khedival Constitutional 
Reform Party. 
T \VO other trends were represented by their very different leaders, :tvlu~~af3 
Kamil and A.lfrnad Lu~fi al-Sayyrid. Mu~~af8. Kdmi.l (I874~I9o8), the son of an 
army officer, viras born in Cairo. Unlike many intellectuals of the time he vvas 
educated entirely in the new schools and had no exposure to religious 
education. He attended the Khe.dival Law School, and earned a law degree 
from the University ofToulouse. He belonged to rhe professional class that in 
the next century would be called the ~ffE:ndiy~va, and who, along \\rith students 
in the government schools. formed his popular follo\ving. The ~ffendi_yya 
v;ere disadvantaged by the favouritism shm:vn Britons and otber foreigners 
in civil sen'ice appointments. As literate urbanites they were sensitive tO an 
accelerating pace of social and cultural change that seemed to threaten to nm 
out of control. The probiem ·was especially acute under colonial rule, for one 
yvas not master of one's O\Vn house. \Ju~~ala Kdmil's anti--imperialism and 
cultural conservatism appealed to this constituency, and it \Vas also compat-
ible \Vith the agenda of the khedive, who patronised him throughout the 
r89os. He \vas an Egyptian nationalist but also an exponent of Ottoman and 
pan-Islamic solidarity, calling in The Eastern Question (r898?) hn· supporc of 
the 'sacred [Ottoman] Islamic Caliphate' against European aggression, and 
supporting Ottoman claims to the eastern Sinai in the Taba dispute of 1906. 
The extended political community in \vhich many Egyptians Sd\V themselves 
was reflected in his appeal to n1ultiple loyalties Egyptian, Ottoman and 
pan-Islamic. Anti-imperialisrn \:vas a consistent element in his thought. His 
book The Rising Su.n (1904), published nearly a year before Japan's decisive 
nayaJ victory over Russia in the Tsushima Strait. upheld japan as a model of 
successful modernisation \Vhile resisting \Vestem contro1. 51 After breaking 
with (Abbas. K3:mil founded the daily ai-Liwii1 ('The Banner· and successors of 
various names, 1900~14), \Vhich became the mouthpiece of the ::\"ationalist 
(Wa~aril) Party, \vhich he formed i.n 1907. L:nde:r Kdmil and his successor 
Mulfammad Farld (r868 -1919) the Nationalist Party called for an immediate 
and unconditional end to the British occupation, and for constitutional 
government. 52 
49 Ayalon, The press, p. 57. so MugfJ Kiimil, al-.\Tas'ala a.k;;harqiyya ::cairo, r898J 
sr Mu~tfa Kiimil, al-Shams al~musl11iqa ;cairo. 1904;'. I am grateful to Arthur Goldshmidt 
for information on chis book. 
52 Hourani, Arabic thoJJght, pp. I99-20l, 205; James Jankowski, 'Ottomanism and iVabism 
in Egypt, T860-I914', The ,"vluslim \Vorld, 70 (I98D\ pp. 235-7. 
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AJ:unad Luifl al-Sayyid (I872-I963) was the scion of a wealthy rural notable 
family. He began his education in a kuttCib before attending government 
schools, including the Khedival Law School. Along with Mustata Kamil he 
joined the secret Society for the Revival of the Nation, which was patronised 
by the khedive and would evolve into the Nationalist Party. Later he 
distanced himself from K8:mil and the khedive. In I907 he became editor of 
aljmi:da ('The Newspaper', I907-I4), the mouthpiece of the Umma (Nation') 
Party established in the same year. The Umma Party identified the interests 
of the nation with the notables, 'those who have a real interest in the 
country', who considered themselves qualified and entitled to lead it. Its 
supporters were mainly from the large landholding families. As men of 
property they were mistrustful of radical change. Though desiring an end 
to the occupation they were gradualists, believing that Egypt needed a period 
of preparation for self~rule. Influenced by European liberalism, the Umma 
Party distrusted the khedive's autocratic leanings and championed a constitu-
tional order in which his power would be constrained by a parliament. It 
articulated a specifically Egyptian identity devoid of Ottomanism or pan-
Islamism.53 
These three nationalist orientations emerged before 1907, when events 
dictated the establishment of formal parties, Coming on the heels of the 
Taba dispute in 1906, the execution of four peasants and the flogging of 
several others in the village of Dinshaway aroused nationalist passions as 
never before. This exercise in exemplary colonial violence, decreed by an 
extraordinary tribunal, resulted from an incident provoked by British officers 
hunting pigeons, who accidentally set fire to the village and then shot at the 
villagers in panic, woundlng a woman. A fleeing officer died of heat stroke, 
but it was assumed that the peasants killed him. The angry public response to 
these events led Luifi al-Sayyid's group to found al:faiida and the Um1na 
Party to act as a moderating vqice, Their move led to the formation of the 
other two parties. 54 
The national leadership that emerged after the First \}..1 orld V..1 ar was 
formed in the pre-war Nationalist and Umm.a parties. Despite differences 
they shared a concept of 'Eg~,rptianness' that was not strictly ethnic. Egyptians 
were those whose families had lived in the Nile Valley for some time, and 
53 Hourani, Arabic thought, pp. 179-83; Walid Kazziha, 'The Jaridah-Ummah group and 
Egyptian politics', Middle Eastern Studies, r3 (I977), pp. 373-85 (quote from Ah ... -nad Lutfi 
al-Sayyid, p. 378); Jankowski, 'Ottomanism and Arabism', p. 241. 
54 Lutfi al-Sayyid Marsot, Egypt and Cromer, pp. r66-75; Kazziha, 'Jarida-t.Jmmah group', 
379; Tignor, Modernization, pp. 278-86. 
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who 'felt' Egyptian, No distinction was made benveen Ottoman Egyptians 
and native Egyptians, who in any event had begun to intermarry by then. The 
Nationalist Party's pan-lslamism intensified after Kamil's death, alienating 
many Copts, but neither party defined the Copts nor Egypt's Jews as out-
siders,55 Another concern shared by all nationalists \Vas the state of education 
and Egypt's linguistic identity. The British reduced spending on education 
to less than I per cent of the budget in 1902, and it never exceeded 4 per cent. 
By rgoo English was the principal language of instruction in the primary 
and secondary schools, something opposed by even the limma Parry. 
Cromer opposed the establishment of a modern uniYersiry. The pri\~ately 
funded Egyptian 1Jnjversity (no\v Cairo Cniversity) opened after his depar-
ture in 1908, ·vc,rith support from the khedival family and across the political 
spectrum.56 
Cromer cultivated the notables, seeing them and the Umma Part:-' as a 
counter to the kheruve and anti-British nationalists. His successor. Sir John 
Eldon Gorst (1907~U), drew close to the khedive in order to isolate the 
nationalists. He revived the Press Law of r88r to suppress Nationalist Party 
publications and jailed or drove into exile the party's leaders, including 
Mul;tammad Fmid. Hmvever, in 1910 the notable-dominated Legislative 
Assembly rejected a proposed extension of the Suez Canal concession beyond 
its terminus date of r968. Boutros Gh8:Il (r846 or I849-1910), the prime minister 
and a prominent Coptic leader, \vas associated '-"'ith this proposal, the press lav;/ 
and other unpopular policies. I:--lis assassination by a nationalist in Feb1uary 
I9ID, amidst vitriolic exchanges bet\vcen al-Liw(f' and the Coptic press, brought 
Muslim~Coptic relations to a nadir. A Coptic Conb:rress yented pievances ll1 
March I9Il in AsyUt. Muslims responded hy convening an Egyptian Congress 
in Heliopolis in April, \Vhich condemned separatism and asserted national 
unity. Tensions abated under Gorst's successor, Viscount Kitchener Cr9I1~14\ 
who revived Cromer's policy of cultivating the Umnu Party:s7 
Martial law was imposed during the First \Vorld VvT ar, political activities 
were suppressed, and the nationalist newspapers ceased publication. Britain 
declared Egypt a protectorate, severing it from the Ottoman Empire, and 
deposed cAbbas II in favour of his uncle. I~Iusayn Kamil (r. I9I4-.. I?), \Vho \\'as 
55 Hourani, Arabic thought, pp. r77. ro6-·7. 
56 Denis \\'alker, 'British coloniai rule in Et,>:?t the cultural and political (ormation of 
Iv1ustafa Kamil's independence movement/. Hamdard Is/amicus, 16 ')993\ PP· 99, 92-,5; 
Tignor, ;\1odernization, pp . .336-·8; Reid, Cairo C1tiwrsity. pp. 9-43. 
57 \Valid Kazziha, 'The political and social bases for the de"\'elopmenr of se]f .. goveming 
instinnions in Egypt, r883 .. ·T914'· L'E:c,"'")'pre Conternpora-inc, 64 (197.3::. pp. 479-91. 
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given the title sultan to emphasise Egypt's separation from the Ottoman 
Empire. His successor, A}:imad Fu'iid, would take the title king in 1922. 
Egypt in the early twentieth century 
During the 'long' nineteenth century Egypt's population grew from perhaps 
4-5 million to over twelve million by 1917. Fom·~fifths of Egyptians still lived in 
villages and most earned a living from agriculture, but only a \Vealthy 
minority possessed enough land to live fr01n it alone. Most of the benefits 
of a century of improved irrigation and transport went to them. In spite of 
reduced mortality, perhaps one in three persons lived to the age of t\Nenty. 
Most women married in their late teens or early t:v.renties, while men 
delayed marriage longer. Divorce, and remarriage due to divorce or death, 
was frequent. Counting slave concubines, polygyny probably was most 
widespread in the r86os and r87os, due to increased slave mvner.Ship made 
possible by the cotton boom and aggressive slave raiding in Sudan. The slave 
trade ended in !877- In the early n:ventieth century possibly 6 per cent of 
married Muslim men had multiple wives. Wealthy rural notables practised 
polygyny and maintained large multiple family households even while mod~ 
emist reformers endorsed monogamy and the khedival family appeared to 
uphold it. Family life was in flux, and with it the position of women, with 
multiple and sometimes contradictory trends in different strata. 58 
Since both the traditional and new schools were devoted nearly exclu-
sively to educating men, gains in literacy produced a chasm between the 
sexes (15 per cent male and 2 per cent female literacy in r917)59 that alarmed 
reformers and conservatives alike, for by then the idea of the conjugal 
family as the basic unit in society had taken hold. While some early 
fe1ninists saw education as a means of improving women's status, most 
advocates of women's education believed it was necessary to prepare them 
for a domestic role as housewives and mothers. 60 The Liberation of Women 
58 Daniel Panzac, '~a population de l'Egypte a U:poque contemporaine', in Robert 
Mantran (ed.), L'Egypte d'aujourd'hui. Pernanence et changements 1805-1976 (Paris, 1977), 
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(r899/1 by Q3:sirn Amin (r863-1908) aroused a storm of controversy' with its 
call for the reform of the family through the education of -,.vomen and an 
improvement in their legal status, and for its assertion that Islam did not 
require women to cover their faces or hands in public. The book signalled 
the spread in educated circles of a European bourgeois family ideal, in 
\Vhich 'the family' consists of a monogamous couple and their chlldren 
in an independent household, and the home is a site for the raising and 
disciplining of children, the nation's future. 6 " Several years of \.Vomen's 
writing and advocacy in the press preceded Amin's book. though no female 
author produced the reaction that he did, perhaps because he took on 
several issues at once and \\Tent further than female writers in criticising 
the face-veil. The pioneer feminist M_alak Ijifnl N3.~if (rB86-I9I8, who 
published under the pen name 'B8.}:lithat al-BJ:diya') was more concerned 
with the evils of polygyny. marriage at an early age and the ease with \vhich 
men dlvorced their wives. Though convention prevented her from attend-
ing in person, she submitted a list of demands to the Egyptian Congress in 
I9II that included v;,romcn's access to all types and levels of education, the 
opening of the professions to them and their admission to mosques for 
congregational prayers. 6-' 
The development of education produced another division in society, 
namely betv.reen 'turban and tarbiish'. Generations earlier the madras a system 
and a career as a turbaned 'Cilim was the sole path of social mobility available 
to men of humble origin. )\;o\v the surest path of advancement was open to 
tarbii:sh-wearing government-school graduates in the civil serYice and profes-
sions. At mid-century there were some twenty madrasas in Cairo and thirty-
tviro in the provinces, but by the beginning of the twentieth century there 
were only six_t><+ On the other, hand khedival decrees in 1908 and r9n 
centralised the madrasa system under the direction of the Shaykh al-Azhar. 
His authority was further enhanced with the chairmanship of administrative 
councils, including the Council of Great Scholars {Hay' at Kib3.r al-'Ulam3.'), 
which was authorised to discipline students and defrock 'ulamii) for unseemly 
acts or unorthodox views. 05 Thus institutionally strengthened, al-i\zhar 
61 QJ:sim Amln, Talpir al~Mar'a ::Cairo, r899). 
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would act in the future as a guardian of conservative orthodoxy. A corre-
sponding decline in the prestige of the heads of the Sufi orders, Shaykh 
al-Bakr! and Shaykh al-Sadat, was due to the disapproval of mysticism by 
both the conservative <ulama) and the reformers. Yet the numerous Sufi 
orders remained popular. In Cairo alone in I900, one source listed more 
than eighty mawlids or saints' days. 66 
The autobiography ofT aha Husayn (r889~1973) offers a perspective on the 
contrasts that Egyptians experienced in this era. He presents his life as a series 
of transitions: village to city, Islamic Cairo to modern Cairo, the culture of 
al-Azhar to tbat ofLutfi al-Sayyid's alJmida and the Egyptian University, and 
finally Egypt to Europe. His is not an objective account but an affirmation of 
modernism. He recalls his village kuttZib teacher as corrupt and rural religious 
mendicants as spongers. A lack of modem medical knowledge caused the 
death of two siblings. By his third year at al-Azhar he had given up on 
learning. In the Egyptian University, however, he found the European style 
lectures 'strange and new ... exciting my mind and revolutionising my whole 
way of thinking.' 67 Perhaps he saw in his life a metaphor for Egypt, or a 
prescription to be fOllowed. 
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Sudan, Somalia and the Maghreb to the 
end of the First World War 
Kl\.'VT S. VIK0R 
Two trends dominate the history of ::'\orth and north-eastern Africa in the 
nineteenth century. One is the gro\ving interference of European pm:vers in 
the .i11ten1al workings of the Muslim states. The other is the dn'elopment of 
Islamic reform, in part as a reaction to the challenges of the European 
presence, in part indigenous and often pre-dating any European influence. 
Some of these reformist trends paved rhc way for the intct,JTation of Muslim 
societies into the colonial 'modernity', \vhile others, intentionally or not. 
became Yehidcs for intellectual or political resistance to pressures from 
outside. 
Some historians have seen these indigenous reform movements as local 
emanations of the \VahhJ:bl movement of i\rabia. However, most of them 
had little or no connection to the V/ahhabi~YJ'a. It \vould rather seem that a 
less radical but profound milieu for intellectual reform in Morocco in the ]ater 
eighteenth century played an important role, as many of the~e movements, as 
far away as in Somalia, had their intellectual roots in this milieu. Less inclined 
than the \Alahhabls to call other Muslims infidels and often linked to Sufi 
movements, these reformists called for a renewal in legal development 
(ijtihZid) and rejected the absolute authority of the established opinions in 
the schools oflaw (madhhabs). Although not initially concerned with politics, 
many of them became focuses for militant mobilisation \vhen the historical 
moment called for it. 
The nineteenth century also changed the nature of those established 
state authorities that did survive by adapting to the changed relations of 
power. North A.frica was in rSoo no stranger to European interventions. 
Christian povvers ~ in particular Spain - had invaded and occupied port 
cities and coastal regions for longer or shorter periods many times 
before. What changed in the course of the century \Vas that the Europeans 
started to intervene in the internal workings of ~-fuslim states. The rulers, for 
their part, saw the European powers initially as a resource they could 
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